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In an alarming report released in early December, the Secretaria del Medio Ambiente y Recursos
Naturales (SEMARNAT) said Mexico is losing forests twice as fast as previously estimated. Speaking
at a press conference, Environment Secretary Victor Lichtinger said satellite images suggest that
Mexico is losing 1.1 million hectares of forests each year to fires, logging, and expansion of ranches
and farms. This is much higher than previous estimates of annual forest loss of 600,000 ha. "The
situation is doubly critical...because the loss of forests isn't just a question of plants, it's a loss of
fertility, of water retention, of oxygen creation, it's a loss on many fronts," Lichtinger said.
The environment secretary said Mexico lost 7.89 million ha of forests and jungles between 1993 and
2000, contributing to its second-place ranking in deforestation in the world. Only Brazil has a higher
rate of forest loss. The environment secretary said some of the rapid loss of forests can be attributed
to the 10 to 15 million subsistence farmers who cut trees to clear land for farming and grazing. He
said many of these farmers have no other means of survival.
The problem is compounded, he said, by Mexico's confusing land-registry laws and decades of
politically motivated land reforms, which have made it unclear who owns the lands in question. This
situation, in turn, opens the door for squatters to occupy forests. To help stem the forest loss,
Lichtinger proposed that the federal government "urgently" increase its budget for the Comision
Nacional Federal (CONAFOR) by a significant amount. But the plea from the environment secretary
may fall on deaf ears, given the tight budget constraints expected in 2002. Environmental-protection
advocates say the government has proposed allocating only 497 million pesos (US$94.37 million) for
forest-conservation efforts in 2002, compared with the 2 billion pesos (US$219 million) requested by
SEMARNAT.

Most serious problems found in southern, central states
Lichtinger said deforestation affects all states in Mexico, but the most serious problems are found
in the states of Campeche, Tabasco, Yucatan, Chiapas, and Veracruz in southern Mexico, and
in Nayarit, Queretaro, and Hidalgo in the center of the country. Some environmental activists
believe the government will have to take on influential political leaders at the local level to enforce
protection of forests.
For example, members of the Organizacion de Campesinos Ecologistas de la Sierra de Petatlan y
Coyuca de Catalan (OCESPCC) say local politicians continue to provide access to multinational
companies to cut down forests in Guerrero state, despite recent publicity about extensive logging in
the state. The publicity is related to the release of OCESPCC founders Rodolfo Montiel and Teodoro
Cabrera, who had been imprisoned on fabricated drug and weapons charges after vigorously
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protesting logging in Guerrero state. The two men were set free only weeks after the murder of their
one-time attorney Digna Ochoa in Mexico City (see SourceMex, 2001-11- 14). "Powerful interests
remain in control [of forest resources in Guerrero]," OCESPCC leader Pedro Rojas Felix said in an
interview with the Mexico City daily newspaper Novedades. "This situation is true in many other
parts of the country."

Government to protect monarch butterflies' habitat
Even without allocating sufficient funds to protect forests, President Vicente Fox's administration
has launched several campaigns to preserve environmentally sensitive areas, including an extensive
effort to protect mountain preserves. In late November, Fox announced a new program to extend
protection of forests in Michoacan that serve as habitat for hundreds of millions of monarch
butterflies. The butterflies migrate to the region from the US and Canada during the winter months.
The Fox administration initially committed to protect the monarch butterflies last year by expanding
the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve to about 53,000 ha from about 16,000 ha previously. Under
a follow-up effort announced this year, the government and private foundations like the World
Wildlife Fund formed Monarch Trust.
The trust creates a US$6.1 million fund to pay local residents to stop cutting trees in the protected
region and help them find alternate employment, including forest preservation and reforestation.
"With this program, there will no longer be any justification for cutting down one single tree that
serves as a refuge for the butterflies," Fox said.
The program also funds enforcement efforts, since commercial loggers have greatly contributed
to the disappearance of 60% of the trees in the protected area in the last few decades, said a
spokesperson for the government's environmental-enforcement agency (Procuraduria Federal de
Proteccion al Ambiente, PROFEPA). To enforce protection of forests in the reserve, PROFEPA agents
have begun around-the-clock surveillance to keep out commercial operations. "We want to totally
seal off the Biosphere Reserve to avoid the transport of illegally harvested wood," said PROFEPA
official Javier Mayen.
So far this year, PROFEPA agents and other law- enforcement officials have confiscated 103,000
cubic feet of logs from the protected area, along with several trucks and some logging equipment.
The operations also resulted in the shutdown of 15 sawmills, which processed wood from the
preserve to manufacture furniture, wooden boxes, and pallets. [Note: Peso-dollar conversions in
this article are based on the Interbank rate in effect on Dec. 12, reported at 9.14 pesos per US$1.00]
(Sources: Reuters, 11/26/01; Associated Press, 11/28/01, 12/03/01, 12/05/01; Unomasuno, 12/06/01; La
Jornada, 12/11/01; Novedades, 12/04/01, 12/12/01; El Universal, 12/12/01)
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